
BLUE ENDEAVORS MEMBER

REEF RENEWAL EXPEDITION

Limited Time O�er 35% O� for BE members!

Roatán, Honduras

TBD October, 2022

Since 2012 Blue Endeavors has been taking high school students on expeditions all
over the world.  Students on our trips get to partake in all the same dive

experiences as recreational divers visiting these areas, but also have an exploration,
real world science, and ocean conservation mission.  Now, we are bringing these

expeditions to our members of all ages.

Sign Up here for REEF RENEWAL EXPEDITION

LOCATION

Roatán, Honduras

https://bedev.azurewebsites.net/join-the-expedition


Tucked away in the Caribbean lies Roatan, the largest of the Bay Islands, and one of
the world's best kept secrets. Privileged by its location along the Mesoamerican
Reef, this 77km-long island is known for its beautiful white-sand beaches, turquoise
waters, breathtaking sunsets, and to divers from all over the world who come to
explore the treasures buried beneath the waves.

PROJECT

Coral Reef Restoration



Last year Blue Endeavors took students to Roatán to participate hands on in a
project to grow the coral reef system.  You will be trained and certified in this
process.

Corals can grow and reproduce both sexually, through spawning, and asexually,
through a process called "fragmentation". If conditions are favorable, and a branch
breaks away and falls onto the reef, it can reattach and begin to grow a new colony.

Coral Reef Restoration project has developed a way of exploiting this natural
process of fragmentation to allow us to e�ciently propagate, or "farm",  huge
numbers of corals.

They fragment coral colonies into smaller, finger-sized pieces. These smaller
fragments are then hung on Coral Trees™ - a simple PVC  design that we developed,
that allows us to grow huge numbers of coral fragments in large, o�shore nurseries.

Suspended in the nutrient-and-sunlight-rich water column, the fragments of corals
on our Coral Trees grow into colonies that are large enough to be out-planted to the
reef in just six to nine months.

DETAILS



The Dive Resort

We will be staying at the amazing Mayan Princess Resort







Trip Costs



Included:

 7 nights at the Mayan Princess Resort, 1 bedroom pool villa.
 3 bu�et meals daily, and 3 specialty restaurants for dinner
 Unlimited drinks for our over 21 guests, after diving of course
 15 boat dives, plus 1 night dive
 Round trip air transfers
 Hotel taxes
 Coral Reef Restoration Training and Certification
 Monkey and sloth rescue visit

Not included:

 Airfare
 Gratuity
 DAN Insurance (Required)

 Click here for more info, or, to purchase or renew your DAN insurance
 Travel Insurance (Highly Recommended)
 Nitrox Fils

Optional Upgrades

 Hollis Prism Rebreather Training. Cost: TDB, plus $500 for a rental prism if
needed.

 Kids (10-14) Open Water Certification Class. With beautiful reefs and easy dive
conditions, Roatán is a great place to get certified and learn to dive as a
junior diver. We have limited space for this program. There is an extra cost of
$129 for the online academics, and $350 for the pool session, both of which
need to be completed before the expedition. We need a min. of 4 junior divers
to run this program.

Trip cost and space quoted are valid until DATE HERE. After that date, space,
upgrades and cost are not guaranteed.

Trip Cost: $2,125

Limited Time O�er 35% O� for BE members!

Group Flights

http://www.diversalertnetwork.org/partner/2745258


 AA2688  09OCT SFO-MIAMI    1035P 727A+1
 AA1517  10OCT MIAMI-ROATAN 1110A1132A
 AA1518  17OCT ROATAN-MIAMI 1222P 432P
 AA2421  17OCT MIAMI-SFO    745P1047P

Flight Cost: $814

Flight Deposit of $300 Due June 15,2020 to reserve a spot.

Deposits made after June 15th, may see an increase in total flight cost. Min. 10
divers for group air.

LOGISTICS

Paperwork

 We will be emailing out a packet with information about the trip, liability
waivers, and medical forms.

Health & Safety

 Vaccinations: Routine vaccinations, Hepatitis A, Typhoid / www.cdc.gov /
 Reported diseases: 1 case of ZikaVirus - Mosquito bite prevention, Repellant,

Long pants/shirts
 Safety: Sunburn and Dehydration, Scuba safety will be covered in your

training

Hope to see you on the

trip!


